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ABSTRACT

Impact tests on the Mark III Hanford safety element indicate that the design

is mechanically adequate and does not constitute a personnel hazard. The Mark IV

design has been changed in several details to facilitate production and to decrease

the thermal response time.

The irradiation results of the NAA-109-2 assembly show that the NAA-109-3

will have to be redesigned to provide a decreased thermal resistance and thus

reduce the fuse temperature.

An external poison-storage device has been designed. The device consists

of a pressurized cartridge stored outside of the reactor core, a connection to a

thimble in the core, and a long trigger tube running from the cartridge into the

thimble.

The following alloys were investigated as possible liquid poisons for the

power reactor safety element: Cd-Bi-In, Cd-Hg, and Cd-Bi-Pb-Sn. A partial

investigation of the ternary Cd-Bi-In system was carried out to find the best com-

promise between the requirements of a low melting point and a high macroscopic

thermal-neutron-capture cross section. A set of experiments was performed in

which a metalli, powder was blown into an annular region to test burst charac-

teristics of the.retaining diaphragm and dispersal patterns.

THE TWO PREVIOUS QUARTERLY PROGRESS REPORTS ARE:

NAA-SR-1634 November, 1955-January, 1956

NAA-SR-1726 February-April, 1956
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I. MARK II AND MARK III ENGINEERING TESTS (PRODUCTION REACTOR)

A. MARK II LIFETIME TEST

The test assemblies have been rebuilt and filled with boron trifluoride and

are now ready to be tested.

B. MARK III COMPRESSION AND LIFETIME TESTS

The test assemblies have been fabricated and are now ready to be tested.

C. MARK III IMPACT TEST

Fabrication, storage, transport, and loading operations of the reactor safety

device involve a considerable amount of handling. It was, therefore, necessary

to demonstrate that there are no personnel hazards inherent in the design. The

hazard is the boron trifluoride gas, which is stored under high pressure and which

will combine with moisture in the air to form hydrofluoric acid. The test was

designed to investigate the integrity of the device when given a severe impact.

The impact that would be caused by dropping the device from a height on the order

of 35 feet is considered to be the most severe impact that could be experienced in

handling procedures.

The test assemblies were dropped onto a 250-pound cement block from

various heights. They were oriented to strike on one corner so as to give the

most rigorous test. Orientation was accomplished by fastening them at the proper

angle to a support which slid down a vertical guide wire. Friction between wire

and support was deemed to influence the fall by a negligible amount.

After dropping, a hole was drilled into the receiver chamber to determine

if the device had failed internally. Subsequently, the test assemblies were dropped

again, this time on the opposite corner of the device. The test data are given in

Table I.

After completion of the drop test, the assemblies were sectioned to allow

inspection for damage. The end of the receiver chamber was removed and the

fuse assembly visually inspected (Fig. 1, 2, and 3). The device that had not failed

was then placed in a heater to melt the fuse and release the high-pressure boron

trifluoride. This procedure was adopted to assure that the test element actually

5
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contained boron trifluoride and to make it safe for detailed inspection. Previous

tests had shown that the devices were not triggered before dropping.

TABLE I

MARK III IMPACT TEST DATA

Assembly Drop Impact Height of
No. No. End Drop - ft Results

4W 1 Storage Chamber 75 No failure

5W 1 Storage Chamber 90 No failure

6W 1 Storage Chamber 90 No failure

4W 2 Receiving Chamber 90 BF3 released. Small
crack in release tube.
Cooling pad and block
broke away from can
wall.

5W 2 Receiving Chamber 90 BF3 released. Complete
break in release tube.
Cooling pad and block
broke away from can
wall.

6W 2 Receiving Chamber 60 No BF released. Cool-
ing pad and block broke
away from can wall.

The first three drops yielded no failure - external or internal - indicating

a satisfactory design. However, two of the three elements failed internally on the

second drop. Both failures were in the copper release tube which had been weak-

ened by excessive reworking. This would not be the case in a production model.

Since the release tube has been demonstrated to be satisfactory in the Mark II

tests conducted previously, it can be assumed that the overall Mark III element

design is adequate, and does not constitute a personnel hazard.
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9304-4505

Fig. 3. Mark III Safety Element Drop Test, Assembly 4W

(Detail of Weakened Copper Tube)

II. MARK IV (DOUBLE LENGTH) SAFETY ELEMENT (PRODUCTION REACTOR)

A. DESIGN

The design of the Mark IV safety element has changed in several details,

most of which can be seen in the assembly drawing, Fig. 4. The changes are

discussed in the following paragraphs.

1. High-Pressure Chamber - The use of rivets to assemble the high-

pressure chamber has been eliminated. The chamber is now divided at a plane

passing through the axis, and the two symmetrical halves are held together with

thick-walled bands shrunk onto each end. This change is made practical by the

use of investment casting techniques, which eliminate the expensive machining

that would otherwise be required.
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The bands mentioned above are scalloped at the outer diameter to permit

gas flow past the chamber. The chamber itself is smooth-walled, and the elimi-

nation of the rivet holes permits redesigning the cavity to a spherical shape,

which is optimum for low stored-state reactivity.

2. Cadmium Liner - The cadmium liner is to be made in one piece, also

by investment casting; a dubious solder-joining operation is thereby avoided.

The liner will still be soft-soldered to the gas -release tube.

3. Pad - The pad remains annular, surrounding the release tube and heater

material, but the thermal resistance is no longer raised by simple drilled holes.

Rather, larger sections are removed so that only thin, parallel-sided spokes re-

main to drain the heat. Again, this design i made practical and reproducible

only by investment casting. The reasons for the design change are discussed

below.

It can be shown analytically that if a he

its resistance, the thermal response time wi

aries of the perforations are parallel to the c

to a pad with spokes. If the hub and rim are

time will be just slightly greater than if the v

Calculations on the Mark IV heat drain

results (the Mark II pad is given for compari
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practical purposes the thermal lag in the hea
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0. 025 cal/*C for the Mark II. Since the heat

in the Mark IV, a quicker response to fast tr

10
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1 be shortest when the side bound-

irection of heat flow. This leads
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0. 31
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Estimation of control ratio is not complete. However, the ratio of areas of poison

storage surface, Mark IV to Mark II, is 1.31:1, whereas the released poison

should be approximately twice as effective. Therefore, the Mark IV is expected

to be superior by approximately the ratio 1Z3 = 1.5.

B. FABRICATION

1. Cladding - A new method for cladding the element with aluminum was

developed, partly because it was thought that shrink cladding an 18-inch length

would be exceedingly difficult. In the new method, the cladding is drawn onto the

stainless steel of the receiver chamber by the following procedure:

a. An aluminum can with one end closed is dipped into molten stearic

acid and withdrawn, retaining a film of lubricant. The inner diam-

eter of the can is such as to slip easily over an element.

b. The can is placed with closed end downward at the entrance to a

special tapered die, preheated to and held at 160*0 C.

c. The element is dropped into the can.

d. A low-capacity hydraulic press with a suitable cylindrical ram is

used to force the element and cladding through the die; the thrust

is exerted on the element itself.

e. The clad element is cooled to room temperature.

The effectiveness depends upon careful control of dimensions (but not as careful

as in shrink-fitting) so that the material of the can yields during drawing and the

stainless steel of the element is under compression, but within its elastic limit.

The cooling after drawing induces enough differential shrinking to compensate

for springback, and also to leave some interference fit. Careful measurement

of test components has shown that this interference is about 0.0005 inch.

Photomicrographs of sections show that the aluminum flows into surface

irregularities in the stainless steel, as at the interface. Gradual heating of one

sample was performed while the interface was observed under oblique lighting.

The first separation at the interface appeared at about 1300* C. This procedure

is felt to be especially satisfactory for the Mark IV because the aluminum heat-

sink disc supports the stainless steel tube during the drawing operation and is

expected to help maintain the interference fit during temperature excursions.
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2. Electrophoretic Deposition - This procedure was proposed for preparing

UO2 coatings on the fuse tube. Literature search has been completed and appa-

ratus has been set up for developing the procedure locally. At this time, practice

coatings of A1 203 have been obtained. A ball mill has been obtained for preparing

nickel oxide and UO 2 powders.

3. Solder Plugs - Improved methods have been developed for installing the

solder plug in the fuse tube, together with the hollow metal insert in the plug,

which is proposed to reduce the heat capacity and facilitate complete blow-out of

the plug. The best procedure appears to be:

a. Dip the fuse tube, after fluxing, in molten solder to a height well

above plug length.

b. Back drill plug to correct length

c. Drill a hole through the plug of a diameter slightly less than the

metal insert.

d. Using a high speed of revolution on a small precision lathe, run the

insert into the solder until it seizes.

Plugs made in this manner have been pressurized for short times at 5000 psi.

Several have been leak tested at 1500 psi. More rigorous tests are planned.

4. Capillary Seal-Off - It has been proved that the capillary filling tube

can be sealed off while pressurized by (a) crimping, as in the Mark II, and

(b) fusing the end of the tube with Heliarc equipment. This is possible because

of the small diameter (0.030 inch) of the tube.

III. NAA-109 EXPERIMENT (PRODUCTION REACTOR)

(W. McCarty)

A. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The NAA-109-2 assembly was irradiated at the end of the last quarter but

the data had not been analyzed in time to report. The data have been assembled

and are presented in the graph, Fig. 5.

The thermocouple on the capsule wall performed erratically and is not

reported. The pressure transducer went off scale at 3240 psi. It is believed

that this is due in part to the fact that about half the gas volume is in the trans -

ducer, which is subject to high temperatures at the rear face of the reactor. It

14
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was found that some mechanical connections of thermocouples had been broken

in handling. The 109-2 assembly had to be repaired at the reactor site before

it could be used. Also, the volume of the transducer was too large and its range

was too small.

The fission heater generated more heat than had been calculated. This

made it necessary to conclude the experiment in two hours time, i. e. , before

the reactor reached full operating power. The operating crew was kind enough

to slow down the rate of rise in power level long enough to permit us to fire the

fuse with the electrical heater.

It will be noted that prior to the firing of the fuse, the fuse temperature was

higher than the pad temperature. The fuse blew at 2220 C, as compared with a

predicted temperature of 2210 C; this is within the accuracy of the recorder.

When the fuse blew, the expanding gas cooled the fuse to a lower temperature than

the pad, as might be expected. The pressure decreased from an estimated 3400

psi to about 650 psi. The time response was more rapid than the recorder could

sense.

The poisoning effect caused by the tripping of the fuse was not detectable

in the control room.

B. DESIGN CHANGES FOR NAA-109-3

From the data obtained from the in-pile experiments, it was evident that

the 109-3 assemblies, which had already been built and were at Hanford awaiting

irradiation, would be of little value because of three factors:

1. The higher heat generation in 109-2 than was anticipated

2. The 50 per cent higher enrichment of the fission heater in 109-3 than

in 109-2

3. Anticipated higher flux during the next irradiation.

These factors combine to give us some four times the heat generation desired,

in 109-3, if we use existing fission heaters.

Redesign of the experimental assembly was deemed necessary to eliminate

the difficulties cited above and to simplify assembly, thus reducing the probability

of other difficulties. The changes in design are summarized below:

1. The pad will be changed from stainless steel to Cu to increase thermal

conductivity and thus reduce the fuse temperature.
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2. The capacity of the electrical heater will be increased to compensate

for change in pad.

3. The thermocouple wires in capsule will be changed from 0.005-inch

diameter to 0.010-inch diameter for increased strength.

4. The method of attachment of ceramic seal will be changed to facilitate

assembly.

5. A special ceramic thermocouple tubing has been ordered to reduce the

outside diameter, thus eliminating congestion within the 3/8-inch OD

aluminum tube.

6. The size of the cavity in the housing for the seven-prong plug will be

increased to facilitate wiring.

7. New transducers have been ordered. The range was increased from

0-3000 psi to 0-5000 psi. The volume of the transducer was decreased

materially and the 1/32-inch OD tubing will be attached by the manu-

facturer.

8. New type "tee" designed to connect the filling tube to the line between

the capsule and the transducer.

IV. EXTERNAL POISON-STORAGE DEVICE (PRODUCTION REACTOR)

(R. Hoff)

A. DESCRIPTION

The external poison-storage device consists of a pressurized cartridge

stored outside of the reactor core, a connection to a thimble in the core, and a

long trigger tube running from the cartridge into the thimble. Figure 6 shows

how these components would be assembled. The action is to blast a neutron-

absorbent powder into the thimble if the neutron flux exceeds a certain level.

Compared with other externally-stored reactor safety devices, the car-

tridge system is faster, simpler, more nearly fail-safe, and much less exposed

to damage or tampering. Compared with the internally-loaded safety device,

the cartridge system offers the advantage of causing little if any loss of neutrons

or space when in the stored state. It is, however, not quite so fast nor so reli-

able; thimbles have to be available or installed, and a considerable reactor

down-time might be required for installation.
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The cartridge would be located in a hole drilled in the top shield to intercept

each safety rod hole, as shown in Fig. 6. The trigger tube would extend into an

active region of the core via the thimble and would be held against the inner wall

by two rails attached to the wall. Installation of the thimble would require that

the Ball 3X hopper at the top of each safety rod hole be lifted away while a hole

is drilled along the side of the safety rod hole to allow clearance for the side

entrance tube on the thimble. After inserting the thimble, this hole would be

sealed and the Ball 3X hopper replaced. Installation would be completed by in-

serting the cartridge with its long trigger tube in the inclined hole and by con-

necting cooling water to the back end of the cartridge. Each cartridge would have

to be replaced about every six months.

1. The Pressurized Cartridge - The function of the pressurized cartridge

is to blast a neutron-absorbent powder such as B 2 03 or B4 C into the thimble

upon loss of pressure in the trigger tube. A detailed drawing of this cartridge

is shown in Fig. 7.

Essential features of the release mechanism are a high-pressure chamber

partially filled with powder, two rupture discs, an intermediate chamber between

the rupture discs pressurized to one half the pressure of the powder chamber,

a tube for releasing the intermediate chamber pressure, and a muffler. Each

rupture disc is coined to burst at 3/4 of the powder chamber pressure. In

storage, the intermediate chamber pressure causes each of the discs to support

half of the powder chamber pressure. The outer disc supports the pressure

from 0 to 1/2, while the inner disc supports the pressure from 1/2 to full pres-

sure. When the gas in the intermediate chamber is released, the full powder-

chamber pressure is applied across the inner disc. Being rated to withstand only

3/4 of the pressure, this disc quickly ruptures and passes the pressure on to

rupture the outer disc, thereby releasing the powder. The muffler is used to

dissipate the shockwave resulting from rupture of the discs. The double dia-

phragm system has been thoroughly investigated and reported earlier in this

program.

The cartridge is constructed and installed in such a manner as to be fail-

safe and practically impossible to sabotage. Any leak, accidental or intentionally

introduced, in the intermediate pressure system will release the poison. Also,
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attempted removal of the cartridge during reactor operation shuts off the cooling

water to the trigger, thus bringing about poison release.

2. Trigger Tube - A detailed diagram of the trigger tube is shown in Fig. 8.

The solder plug is located in the lower end of the center tube. This portion of the

tube would be made of copper containing UO2 and would be hard soldered inside

of a stainless steel mounting block which is bonded to the two outer tubes. This

block serves as the thermal resistance across which a certain heat flow develops

a certain temperature rise. Cooling water flows in the outer tubes to remove this

heat and that received by conduction and radiation from the hot core.

A slight inconvenience in using this trigger tube will be that it must be re-

placed every six months or so. Burn-up of the uranium causes a loss in heat

production which gradually increases the flux necessary to melt the solder. In

six months, the trip level is significantly higher than the trip level when

first installed. Replacement would require unscrewing the threaded positioning

plug, removing the cylinder and placing it in a special container, cutting the trig-

ger tube into convenient lengths which can be placed in a cask, and then reinsert-

ing a new safety element.

The time response of this type of trigger can be approximately the same

as achieved in the Mark II or Mark IV Safety Elements; for periods near 0.1 second,

for instance, the solder melts within three periods after the flux passes the trip

level.

A second type of trigger tube is offered if it is desired to control on rate

of flux change in addition to flux level. This trigger would use an intermediate

loop filled with a liquid metal, instead of a fixed metal block, to transfer heat

from the solder plug area to the cooling water. Flow of liquid, and thus rate of

heat removal, is made a function of reactor core temperature so the flux trip

level slowly moves higher as the reactor core gets hotter. Since core temperature

lags flux by about one hour, the permitted rates of flux rise are limited to safe

values.

A schematic diagram of this trigger tube is shown in Fig. 9. It differs from

the first trigger in that an intermediate cooling loop, means for heating and cool-

ing this loop, and an outer protective tube have been added. The outer tube would

expose a considerable area to receive radiant heat from the reactor core. The

21
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heater block connects to this tube and conducts heat into only the left side of the

loop. This heat causes thermal expansion of the NaK on this side and thus a

density unbalance to induce circulation of the NaK. The water-cooled block near

the top of the loop cools the NaK prior to its flow past the solder plug where its

ability to remove heat is strictly a function of flow rate. After flowing past the

solder plug, the NaK returns to the cooling block. Being cool and thus heavier

than the hot liquid on the left, the liquid on the right flows down the loop and over

to the heater block to complete the circulation.

Experimental and analytical studies were made to determine how fast and

sensitive this trigger might be. Attempts to measure heat transfer and liquid

flow rates proved quite difficult, however, due to a tendency for the flow to de-

crease gradually with time. Apparently, NaK takes oxygen away from the oxidized

surface of the stainless steel tubing and forms oxides of sodium and potassium

which deposit on the tube walls where they pass through the cooling block. These

oxides gradually restrict the flow and eventually shut it off. This problem has

been encountered on other sodium systems and reportedly has been overcome by

cold traps or by use of a "getter" in a hot trap. Attempts to use a cold trap in

the experimental equipment were only partially successful.

At no flow, a certain heat generation rate develops about eight times the

temperature rise that it develops when there is a 3-centimeter per second flow.

By increasing the loop length between the solder plug and the cooling block, this

temperature ratio between no flow and full flow can be considerably increased.

A longer length, however, produces a longer time constant so the gain from in-

creased sensitivity is largely offset by slower response. For fast periods of a

0.01 second or less, the solder melts as fast with the fixed pad trigger as it does

with variable cooling. Release occurs before much heat is removed so it makes

no difference how it is removed. For a cold reactor starting up on a one-second

period, a variably-cooled trigger could respond two seconds sooner than a trigger

with fixed cooling. Disadvantages of this system are that it requires additional

development, and that it is much more apt to cause spurious releases of the

powder. Also, it is larger and therefore more difficult to install.

3. Thimble - The proposed device would require installation of special

thimbles to receive the poison powder. In order to remove objections to previous

thimbles made of aluminum (poor mechanical properties, limited core tempera-

ture), the thimbles would be made of zirconium. Internal grooves with one
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horizontal surface would have to be bored in the tubing over part of its length.

The material of each thimble would produce a reactivity loss of about 25 inhours.

4. Poison Powder - A literature search indicates that there should be. no

problem of the powder sintering or agglomerating in the relatively low radiation

field at the cartridge location. It might be advisable to confirm this by a simple

in-pile test.

V. POWER REACTOR SAFETY ELEMENT

(A. J. Saur)

A. LIQUID POISON STUDIES

Previous mention has been made of the advantages of storing the poison,

or neutron-absorbing material, in an integral safety element as a solid or liquid,

rather than as a gas. A liquid metal seems to be the most suitable type of liquid

poison for use in power reactors. Nonmetallic liquids, with few exceptions, are

chemical compounds, and as such are subject to dissociation or polymerization

in the environment of temperature and nuclear radiation that exists in a power

reactor.

The following alloys were investigated as possible liquid poisons:

1. Cd-Bi-In

2. Cd-Hg

3. Cd-Bi-Pb-Sn

A partial investigation of the ternary Cd-Bi-In system was carried out to find the

best compromise between the requirements of a low melting point and a high

macroscopic neutron-capture cross section. Four alloys containing cadmium

and various proportions of bismuth, indium, lead, mercury, and tin, are listed

in Table II, together with their macroscopic cross sections. Macroscopic cross

sections for cadmium and mercury are listed for comparison.

All the metals and alloys listed in Table II, except cadmium, are completely

liquified at 1000* C.

Liquidus temperatures of roughly forty alloys of the Bi-Cd-In system were

determined by analyzing cooling curves. Each sample was heated to well above

its melting point and allowed to cool. The first discontinuous change in the slope
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or time derivative of the temperature plot was taken as the point at which solidi-

fication began. These temperatures, in degrees Centigrade, are shown in Fig. 10,

next to the corresponding points which represent the compositions of the samples.

The curves in Fig. 10 represent a guess as to the location of the contours of

constant temperature.

TABLE II

CHARACTERISTICS OF SOME LIQUID-METAL POISONS

Composition by Weight Per Cent Macroscopic Neutron

No. Cd Bi In Hg Pb Sn Capture Cross Section

1 15 20 65 - - - 27.6 cm 1

2 16 60 24 - - - 35.8

3 34.5 27.5 - - 27.5 10.5 72.5

4 20 - - 80 - - 71.5

5' 100 - - - - - 144

6 - - - 100 - - 14.6

B. SOLID POISON DISPERSAL

Because a solid poison can be a pure substance, such as boron, gadolinium,

or samarium, without the addition of any diluent material of low cross section

such as may be needed to form a low melting alloy, it is possible to achieve a

greater macroscopic cross section with a solid material than with a liquid metal,

which must be an alloy containing nonabsorbing constituents. However, the use

of a solid poison is possible only if an effective means can be found to move the

material rapidly from a very compact, stored configuration to a dispersed con-

figuration. A liquid can be readily dispersed in an integral safety element simply

by causing it to flow into an annular region between two concentric cylinders. With

a solid, however, more ingenuity is needed.

A promising means of dispersing a solid poison is to store the solid as a

powder. Gas under pressure serves to blow the powder into a dispersed config-

uration. A reactor safety device of this type employing powdered boron has been

reported.3
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A set of experiments was performed in which a powder (ZnO or Monel

filings) was blown into an annular region. A sketch of the apparatus is shown in

Fig. 11.

The following procedure was used. A sample of powder was placed on a

diaphragm of aluminum foil. The aluminum diaphragm formed a gas -tight seal

between two chambers of the apparatus. Gas was admitted into the chamber on

the powder side of the diaphragm under sufficient pressure to burst the diaphragm.

The gas flow carried the powder into the annular region. Small exhaust holes at

the bottom of the annular region permitted gas to escape while retaining the powder.

In the first tests of the apparatus, the diaphragms ruptured on less than

half the circumference. As a result, in each test, at least half of the powder

remained in place on the unbroken part of the diaphragm. In the case of the ZnO,

most of the powder that was removed from the diaphragm remained between the

central cone and outer cylinder and was not carried into the annular region.

Monel filings, which are denser and coarser than ZnO, were carried into the

annular region and did not remain on the side of the cone.

Because of the poor burst patterns of the aluminum foil diaphragms, these

tests can not be regarded as having demonstrated an effective scheme for dis -

persing a solid poison. More experimental work on this problem is necessary,

using better diaphragms and different types of chambers to retain the dispersed

powder.
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